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1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the Brouwer fixed point theorem is equivalent to
many results in nonlinear analysis and other fields such as the Sperner
w x w xlemma 81 , the Knaster]Kuratowski]Mazurkiewicz theorem 43 , the
w x wFan]Browder fixed point theorem 13, 25 , Fan's matching theorem 29,
x w x30 , minimax inequality 28 , and many others. Most of those results are
closely related to the so-called KKM maps. The KKM theory is the study of
w xKKM maps and their applications. See Park 57, 58, 64 . As we have seen
in the above, in the KKM theory, there exist mutually equivalent funda-
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mental theorems from which most of the other important results in the
theory can be deduced.
w xIn our previous work 68 , we obtained a coincidence theorem for a class
A k of admissible maps defined on generalized convex spaces and itsc
applications to an abstract variational inequality, a new KKM type theo-
w xrem, and fixed point theorems. The present paper is a continuation of 68 .
In this paper, we give such fundamental theorems in the KKM theory
related to the class A k of maps defined on generalized convex spacesc
which are adequate to establish theories on fixed points, coincidence
points, KKM maps, variational inequalities, best approximations, and many
w xothers. Actually, from the basic coincidence theorem in 68 we deduce
far-reaching generalizations of the KKM theorem, the matching theorem,
a whole intersection property, an analytic alternative, the Ky Fan minimax
inequality, geometric properties, and others for the maps in A k defined onc
generalized convex spaces.
Our new results extend, improve, and unify main theorems in many
published works.
2. PRELIMINARIES
 .A multifunction or map F: X ](Y is a function from a set X into the
power set 2Y of Y; that is, a function with the ¨alues Fx ; Y for x g X
y  4  .and the fibers F y s x g X : y g Fx for y g Y. As usual, the set x, y :
4y g Fx is called either the graph of F, or, simply, F. For A ; X, let
 .  4  .F A s D Fx: x g A . A map F: X ](Y is compact provided F X is
contained in a compact subset of a topological space Y. For any B ; Y, the
lower in¨erse and upper in¨erse of B under F are defined by
y  4 q  4F B s x g X : Fx l B / B and F B s x g X : Fx ; B , .  .
 . yresp. The lower in¨erse of F: X ](Y is the map F : Y ]( X defined by
x g Fyy if and only if y g Fx. Given two maps F: X ](Y and G: Y ]( Z,
 .  .the composite GF: X ]( Z is defined by GF x s G Fx for x g X.
For topological spaces X and Y, a map F: X ](Y is upper semicontinu-
 .ous u.s.c. if it has nonempty values and, for each closed set B ; Y,
y .F B is closed in X.
Note that composites of u.s.c. maps are u.s.c. and that the image of a
compact set under an u.s.c. map with compact values is compact.
Let denote the closure.
k  .An admissible class A X, Y of maps T : X ](Y is one such that, forc
 .each T and each compact subset K of X, there exists a map G g A K, Yc
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satisfying Gx ; Tx for all x g K, where A consists of finite composites ofc
maps in A , and A is a class of maps satisfying the following properties:
 .  .i A contains the class C of single-valued continuous functions;
 .ii each F g A is u.s.c. and compact-valued; andc
 .  .iii for any polytope P, each F g A P, P has a fixed point.c
Examples of A are continuous functions C, the Kakutani maps K with
.convex values and codomain is a convex space , the Aronszajn maps M
 .  .with R values , the acyclic maps V with acyclic values , the Powers mapd
V , the O'Neill maps N continuous with values of one or m acyclicc
.components, where m is fixed , the approachable maps A in topological
vector spaces, admissible maps of Gorniewicz, permissible maps of Dzedzej,Â
q w xand many others. Note that V due to Park, Singh, and Watson 69 andc
q w x k wK due to Lassonde 49 are examples of A . For details, see 61, 64, 65,c c
x67 .
k  .More recently, the approximable maps A X, Y are due to Ben-El-
w xMechaiekh and Idzik 10 , where X and Y are subsets of topological vector
 .spaces t.v.s. . They noted that if X is a convex subset of a locally convex
Hausdorff t.v.s., then any u.s.c. map T : X ]( X with compact values
k  .  .belongs to A whenever the functional values are all 1 convex, 2
 .  .contractible, 3 decomposable, or 4 `-proximally connected.
 :For a nonempty set D, let D denote the set of all nonempty finite
< <subset of D and D the cardinality of D. Let D denote the standardn
n-simplex; that is,
nq1 nq1
nq1D s u g R : u s l u e , l u G 0, l u s 1 , .  .  . n i i i i 5
is1 is1
where e is the ith unit vector in Rnq1.i
 .Let X be a set in a vector space and D a nonempty subset of X. Then
 .X, D is called a con¨ex space if convex hulls of any nonempty finite
subsets of D are contained in X and X has a topology that induces the
 .Euclidean topology on such convex hulls. If X s D, then X s X, X
w xbecomes a convex space in the sense of Lassonde 46 .
Let X be a topological space. A c-structure on X is given by a map F:
 :X ]( X such that
 .  :  .1 for all A g X , F A is nonempty and contractible; and
 .  :  .  .2 for all A, B g X , A ; B implies F A ; F B .
 . w xA pair X, F is then called a c-space by Horvath 38 and an H-space by
w xBardaro and Ceppitelli 4]6 .
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 .A generalized con¨ex space or a G-con¨ex space X, D; G consists of a
 :topological space X, a nonempty subset D of X, and a map G: D ]( X
with nonempty values such that
 .  :  .  .1 for each A, B g D , A ; B implies G A ; G B ; and
 .  : < <2 for each A g D with A s n q 1, there exists a continuous
 .  :  .  .function f : D ª G A such that J g A implies f D ; G J .A n A J
 :Here D denotes the face of D corresponding to J g A . For detailsJ n
w xon G-convex spaces, see 67, 68 .
 .  :  .We may write G A s G for each A g D . For an X, D; G , a subsetA
 :C of X is said to be G-con¨ex if for each A g D , A ; C implies
G ; C.A
 :Note that G does not need to contain A for A g D . If D s X, thenA
 .  .X, D; G will be denoted by X ; G .
 .  .Any convex space X, D becomes a G-convex space X, D; G by
 .putting G s co A, where co denotes the convex hull. An H-space X, FA
 .  .is a G-convex space X ; G . In fact, by putting G s F A for eachA
 : < <A g X with A s n q 1, there exists a continuous map f : D ª XA n
 .  . w xsuch that for all J ; A, f D ; F J by Horvath 38, Theorem 1 .A J
The other major examples of G-convex spaces are convex subsets of a
w xt.v.s., metric spaces with Michael's convex structure 52 , S-contractible
w x w xspaces 70]72 , Horvath's pseudo-convex spaces 36 , Komiya's convex
w x w xspaces 45 , Bielawski's simplicial convexities 11 , and Joo's pseudoconvexÂ
w xspaces 40 .
 .For a convex space X, D , a map G: D ]( X is called a KKM map if
 .  :co N ; G N for each N g D .
 .For a G-convex space X, D; G , a map G: D ]( X is called a G-KKM
 .  :map if G ; G N for each N g D .N
3. COINCIDENCE AND MATCHING THEOREMS
w xWe begin with the following coincidence theorem 68, Theorem 1 :
 .THEOREM 1. Let X, D; G be a G-con¨ex space, Y a Hausdorff space, S:
k  .D ](Y, T : X ](Y maps, and F g A X, Y . Suppose thatc
 .1.1 for each x g D, Sx is compactly open in Y;
 .  .  y : y1.2 for each y g F X , M g S y implies G ; T y;M
 .1.3 there exists a nonempty compact subset K of Y such that F X l .
 .K ; S D ; and
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 .1.4 either
 .  .  :i Y _ K ; S M for some M g D ; or
 .  :ii for each N g D , there exists a compact G-con¨ex subset
 .  .L of X containing N such that F L _ K ; S L l D .N N N
Then there exists an x g X such that Fx l Tx / B.
From Theorem 1, we obtain the following Ky Fan type matching
theorem for open covers:
 .THEOREM 2. Let X, D; G be a G-con¨ex space, Y a Hausdorff space, S:
k  .D ](Y, and F g A X, Y . Suppose thatc
 .2.1 for each x g D, Sx is compactly open;
 .2.2 there exists a nonempty compact subset K of Y such that F X l .
 .K ; S D ; and
 .2.3 either
 .  .  :i Y _ K ; S M for some M g D ; or
 .  :ii for each N g D , there exists a compact G-con¨ex subset
 .  .L of X containing N such that F L _ K ; S L l D .N N N
 :  .  4Then there exists an M g D such that F G l F Sx: x g M / B.M
Proof. Let H: Y ]( X and T : X ](Y be defined by Hy s D G :M
 y :4 yM g S y for y g Y and Tx s H x for x g X. Then all of the require-
ments of Theorem 1 are satisfied, hence T and F have a coincidence point
x g X ; that is, Tx l Fx / B. For y g Tx l Fx , we have x g Tyy s0 0 0 0 0 0
  y :4 y1D G : M g S y , and hence there exists a finite set M ; S y ; DM
 y1 :such that x g G . Since M g S y implies y g Sx for all x g M, we0 M
 4have y g Fx l F Sx: x g M . This completes our proof.0
 . wParticular Forms. 1 The origin of Theorem 2 goes back to Fan 29,
x30 for a convex subset X s Y s D of a t.v.s. and F s 1 .X
 . w x2 For a convex space X, Theorem 2 reduces to Park 64, Theorem 6
k w xand, for V instead of A to Park 57, Theorem 5 , which includes hisc
w xearlier results in 54, 55 .
 . w3 For an H-space X and F s 1 , Theorem 2 extends Park 59,X
x wTheorem 5; 60, Theorem 5 and Ding and Tan 23, Theorems 3, 6, 7, and
xLemma 4 .
From Theorem 2, we deduce a KKM type result of fundamental impor-
tance.
Recall that a family of sets is said to have the finite intersection property
if the intersection of each finite subfamily is not empty.
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 .COROLLARY. Let X, D; G be a G-con¨ex space, Y a Hausdorff space,
k  .  :  .  .F g A X, Y , and H: D ](Y such that, for any N g D , F G ; H N .c N
 4Then the family Hx: x g D has the finite intersection property.
 4  :Proof. Suppose that F Hx: x g M s B for some M g D . Put
 .  .  . .Sx s Y _ Hx for each x g D. Then Sx satisfies 2.1 , 2.2 , and 2.3 i ,
 .  . since S M s Y. By the conclusion of Theorem 2, F G l F Sx: x gM
4  .  4M / B; that is, F G o D Hx: x g M , henceM
F G o H M , .  .M
a contradiction. This completes our proof.
 . w xParticular Forms. 1 The origin of the Corollary is due to Fan 25 for
w xa t.v.s. E s X s Y and F s 1 , and to Dugundji and Granas 24 .E
 . k2 For K instead of A , a convex set X s D in a t.v.s., and a convexc c
w xspace Y, the Corollary reduces to Lassonde 47, Theorem 2 .
 . w3 For a convex space X, the Corollary reduces to Park 64, Corollary
x2 .
4. THE KKM THEOREMS RELATED TO
ADMISSIBLE MAPS
Theorem 2 can be stated in its contrapositive form and in terms of the
complement Gx of Sx in Y. Then we obtain the following KKM theorem
for G-convex spaces:
 .THEOREM 3. Let X, D; G be a G-con¨ex space, Y a Hausdorff space,
k  .and F g A X, Y . Let G: D ](Y be a map such thatc
 .3.1 for each x g D, Gx is compactly closed in Y;
 .  :  .  .3.2 for any N g D , F G ; G N ; andN
 .3.3 there exists a nonempty compact subset K of Y such that either
 .  4  :i F Gx: x g M ; K for some M g D ; or
 .  :ii for each N g D , there exists a compact G-con¨ex subset
 .  4L of X containing N such that F L l F Gx: x g L l D ; K.N N N
 4Then F X l K l F Gx: x g D / B. .
 .Proof. Suppose the conclusion does not hold. Then F X l K ; S D .
 .  .  .where Sx s Y _ Gx for x g D. Note that 3.1 and 3.3 imply 2.1 and
 .  :2.3 , resp. Therefore, by Theorem 2, there exists an M g D such that
 .  4  .  .F G l F Sx: x g M / B; that is, F G o G M . This contradictsM M
 .3.2 .
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 . q  .Remark. Condition 3.2 is equivalent to G ; F G N ; that is, theN
map FqG is a G-KKM map. A KKM type theorem for this case different
w xfrom Theorem 3 can be found in 57, Theorem 4 .
 .Particular Forms. 1 The origin of Theorem 3 goes back to Sperner
w x w x81 and Knaster, Kuratowski, and Mazurkiewicz 43 for X s Y s K s Dn
an n-simplex, D its set of vertices, and F s 1 .X
 . w x2 For a convex space X, Theorem 3 reduces to Park 64, Theorem 7 .
w x w x w xAs Park noted in 57 , a particular form 57, Theorem 3 of 64, Theorem 7
k w xfor V instead of A includes earlier works of Fan 25, 29, 30 , Lassondec
w x w x w x w x w46 , Chang 16 , and Park 54, 55 . Moreover, in 63 , Park showed that 57,
xTheorem 3 also extends a number of KKM type theorems due to Sehgal,
w x w x w x w xSingh, and Whitfield 73 , Lassonde 48 , Shioji 80 , Liu 51 , Chang and
w x w xZhang 17 , and Guillerme 33 .
 .3 For an H-space X and F s 1 , Theorem 3 generalizes HorvathX
w x36, Theoreme 3.1 and Corollaire 3; 37, I, Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 ,Â Á
w x wBardaro and Ceppitelli 4, Theorem 1 , Ding and Tan 23, Corollary 1 and
x w x wTheorem 8 , Ding, Kim, and Tan 22, Lemma 1 , Park 59, Theorems 1 and
x w x4; 60, Theorems 1 and 3 , and Ding 21, Theorems 3.1]3.4 .
From Theorem 3, we have another whole intersection property as
follows:
 .THEOREM 4. Let X, D; G be a G-con¨ex space, Y a Hausdorff space,
k  .  .  .and F g A X, Y . Let G: D ](Y be a map satisfying 3.1 and 3.3 .c
Suppose that there exists a map H: X ](Y satisfying
 .4.1 for each x g X, Fx ; Hx; and
 .  .  y : y4.2 for each y g F X , M g D _ G y implies G ; X _ H y.M
 4Then F X l K l F Gx: x g D / B. .
 .  .  .Proof. It suffices to show that 4.1 and 4.2 imply 3.2 . Suppose that
 :  .  .there exists an N g D such that F G o G N ; that is, there exist anN
x g G and a y g Fx such that y f Gz for all z g N. In other words,N
 y :  . y yN g D _ G y . By 4.2 , G ; X _ H y. Since x g G , we have x f H yN N
 .or y f Hx. Since y g Fx, this contradicts 4.1 . This completes our proof.
 .  .Remark. Note that 3.2 and 4.2 are equivalent if F s H. We only
 .  .  .need to show that 3.2 implies 4.2 . Suppose that there exists a y g F X0
y  y :and an x g G l F y for some M g D _ G y ; that is, y g Fx ;0 M 0 0 0 0
 .  .  .F G , but y f G M , which contradicts 3.2 .M 0
Here, in order to show that Theorems 1]4 are equivalent, the following
suffices:
Proof of Theorem 1 using Theorem 4. Suppose that Fx l Tx s B for all
x g X. Let Gx s Y _ Sx for x g D and Hx s Y _ Tx for x g X. Then all
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of the requirements of Theorem 4 are satisfied. Therefore, there exists a
 4y g F X l K l F Gx: x g D ; that is, y g F X l K such that y .  .0 0 0
 .f Sx for all x g D. This contradicts 1.3 in Theorem 1. This completes
our proof.
 .Particular Forms. 1 The first particular form of Theorem 4 appears
w xin Tarafdar 85 for a convex set X s D s Y of a t.v.s. and F s 1 .X
 . w x2 For a convex space X, Theorem 4 reduces to Park 64, Theorem 8 .
 . w3 For an H-space X and F s 1 , Theorem 4 extends Horvath 37, I,X
x w x wTheorem 2 , Bardaro and Ceppitelli 4, Theorem 2 , Ding and Tan 23,
x w xTheorem 5 , and Park 59, Theorem 7; 60, Theorem 3 .
5. ANALYTIC ALTERNATIVES
There are many equivalent and useful formulations of Theorems 1]4 in
the KKM theory. In this section, we give analytic alternatives.
We begin, in this section, with the following useful reformulation of
Theorem 1:
 .THEOREM 5. Let X, D; G be a G-con¨ex space, Y a Hausdorff space,
k  .F g A X, Y , A, B ; Z sets, f : X = Y ª Z, g : D = Y ª Z functions,c
and K a nonempty compact subset of Y. Suppose that
 .   . 45.1 for each x g D, y g Y: g x, y g A is compactly open;
 .  .   . 4:5.2 for each y g F X and M g x g D: g x, y g A , we ha¨e
  . 4G ; x g X : f x, y g B ; andM
 .5.3 either
 .  :i there exists an M g D such that for each y g Y _ K,
 .g x, y g A for some x g M; or
 .  :ii for each N g D , there exists a compact G-con¨ex subset
 .L of X containing N such that for each y g F L _ K, there exists anN N
 .x g L l D satisfying g x, y g A.N
Then either
 .  .a there exists a y g F X l K such that g x, y f A for all x g D; .Ã Ã
or
 .  .  .b there exists an x, y g F such that f x, y g B.Ã Ã Ã Ã
Proof of Theorem 5 using Theorem 1. Consider the maps S: D ](Y and
T : X ](Y given by
Sx s y g Y : g x , y g A for x g D 4 .
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and
Tx s y g Y : f x , y g B for x g X . 4 .
 .  .  .  .  .  .Then 5.1 , 5.2 , and 5.3 imply 1.1 , 1.2 , and 1.4 in Theorem 1, resp.
 .Suppose that a does not hold. Then, for each y g F X l K there .
 .  .exists an x g D such that g x, y g A; that is, F X l K ; S D . Hence .
 .1.3 in Theorem 1 holds. Therefore, by Theorem 1, F and T have a
 .coincidence point; that is, b holds.
 .Particular Forms. 1 The first form of Theorem 5 is due to Lassonde
w x46, Theorem 1.19 for a convex space. Note that if F is single-valued, then
Y is not necessarily Hausdorff. Lassonde used his result to generalize
w x w x w xearlier works of Iohvidov 39 , Fan 26 , and Browder 13 . Applications of
this kind of results to the Tychonoff fixed point theorem and the study of
w xinvariant subspaces of certain linear operators are given in 26, 39 .
 . w x2 For a convex space X, Theorem 5 reduces to Park 64, Theorem 9 .
In particular, for X s D and V instead of A k, Theorem 5 reduces to Parkc
w x57, Theorem 5 .
 .3 For an H-space X and F s 1 , Theorem 5 extends Bardaro andX
w x w x wCeppitelli 4, Theorem 3 , Tarafdar 86, Theorem 4 , and Park 59, Theo-
xrem 8 . Note that Bardaro and Ceppitelli adopted a Riesz space instead of
wany set Z. For an H-space, Theorem 5 also extends Ding 21, Theorem
x4.4 .
From Theorem 5, we have the following analytic alternative, which is a
basis of various minimax inequalities:
 .THEOREM 6. Let X, D; G be a G-con¨ex space, Y a Hausdorff space,
k  .F g A X, Y , a , b g R, f : X = Y ª R, g : D = Y ª R extended real-c
¨alued functions, and K a nonempty compact subset of Y. Suppose that
 .   . 46.1 for each x g D, y g Y: g x, y ) a is compactly open;
 .  .   . 4:6.2 for each y g F X and M g x g D: g x, y ) a , we ha¨e
  . 4G ; x g X : f x, y ) b ; andM
 .6.3 either
 .  :i there exists an M g D such that for each y g Y _ K,
 .g x, y ) a for some x g M; or
 .  :ii for each N g D , there exists a compact G-con¨ex subset
 .L of X containing N such that, for each y g F L _ K, there exists anN N
 .x g L l D satisfying g x, y ) a .N
Then either
 .  .a there exists a y g F X l K such that g x, y F a for all x g D; .Ã Ã
or
 .  .  .b there exists an x, y g F such that f x, y ) b.Ã Ã Ã Ã
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 x  xProof. Put Z s R, A s a , ` , and B s b , ` in Theorem 5.
 .Particular Forms. 1 The first form of Theorem 6 appeared in Ben-
w xEl-Mechaiekh et al. 8, 9 for a convex space X s D s Y s K and F s 1 .X
The authors used their result to deduce variational inequalities of Hart-
man and Stampacchia and Browder, a generalization of the Ky Fan
minimax inequality, and others.
 . w2 For a convex space X, Theorem 6 reduces to Park 64, Theorem
x w x10 , which includes earlier results of Fan 28 , Brezis, Nirenberg, andÂ
w x w x w x w x w xStampacchia 12 , Allen 1 , Granas and Liu 31, 32 , Tan 84 , Lin 50 , Ko
w x w x w x w xand Tan 44 . Deguire and Granas 20 , Takahashi 83 , Shih and Tan 79 ,
w x w x w x w xDing and Tan 23 , Ben-El-Mechaiekh 7 , Deguire 19 , and Park 57 .
 . w3 For an H-space X and F s 1 , Theorem 6 extends Horvath 36,X
x w xTheorem 5.1; 38, Proposition 5.1 , Ding and Tan 23, Theorem 15 , and
w xPark 59, Theorem 9 . If we adopt a Riesz space instead of R in Theorem
w6, then we can obtain a generalized form of Bardaro and Ceppitelli 4,
xTheorem 4 .
6. MINIMAX INEQUALITIES
From Theorem 6, we clearly have the following generalization of the Ky
Fan minimax inequality:
  .THEOREM 7. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 6, if a s b s sup f x, y :
 . 4x, y g F , then
 .c there exists a y g F X l K such that .Ã
g x , y F sup f x , y for all x g D ; .  .Ã
 .x , y gF
 .d we ha¨e the minimax inequality
min sup g x , y F sup f x , y . .  .
ygK xgD  .x , y gF
In order to show that Theorem 7 is equivalent to any of Theorems 1]6,
we give the following:
Proof of Theorem 4 using Theorem 7. Define functions g : D = Y ª R
and f : X = Y ª R by
0 if y g Gx
g x , y s .  1 otherwise
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 .for x, y g D = Y and
0 if y g Hx
f x , y s .  1 otherwise
 .  .  .  .for x, y g X = Y. Put a s b s 0. Then 3.1 and 3.3 imply 6.1 and
 .  .  .   . 4:6.3 , resp. Further, 4.2 implies 6.2 . In fact, M g x g X : g x, y ) 0
  . 4:  y : y s x g X : g x, y s 1 s X _ G y implies G ; X _ H y s x g X :M
 . 4   . 4f x, y s 1 s x g X : f x, y ) 0 . Therefore, by Theorem 7, there exists
a y g F X l K such that .Ã
g x , y F sup f x , y for all x g D. .  .Ã
 .x , y gF
  .  . 4   .  . 4  .However, sup f x, y : x, y g F F sup f x, y : x, y g H s 0 by 4.1
 .and the definition of f. Hence g x, y s 0 for all x g D; that is, y g GxÃ Ã
for all x g D. Therefore,
 4F X l K l F Gx : x g D / B. .
This completes our proof.
 .Remark. Conclusion d can be written as
min sup g x , y F inf sup f x , y . .  .
kygK  .FgA X , YxgD  .c x , y gF
 .Particular Forms. 1 Theorem 7 originates from the Ky Fan minimax
w xinequality 28 for a convex space X s D s Y s K, f s g, and F s 1 .X
Fan applied his inequality to fixed point theorems, sets with convex
sections, and potential theory. Later, the inequality became an important
tool in nonlinear functional analysis, game theory, economic theory, and
other fields.
 . w2 For a convex space X, Theorem 7 reduces to Park 64, Theorem
x w x11 . In particular, Park 57, Theorem 9 for a convex space X s D and V
k w xinstead of A includes earlier works of Fan 28, 30 , Brezis, Nirenberg,Âc
w x w x w x w xand Stampacchia 12 , Takahashi 82, 83 , Yen 87 , Aubin 2 , Ben-El-
w x w x w xMechaiekh et al. 8, 9 , Tan 84 , Shih and Tan 75, 76 , Aubin and Ekeland
w x w x w x w x w x3 , Lassonde 46 , Granas and Liu 31, 32 , Lin 50 , Ha 34, 35 , and Park
w x53 .
 .3 For an H-space X and F s 1 , if we adopt a Riesz space insteadX
of R in Theorem 7, then we can obtain a generalized form of Bardaro and
w x wCeppitelli 4, Corollary 1 . Note that Theorem 7 extends Park 59, Theo-
x w xrem 9 and Ding 21, Theorem 4.5 .
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The KKM theorem and the whole intersection theorem can be reformu-
lated to minimax inequalities.
The following minimax inequality is equivalent to Theorem 3:
 .THEOREM 8. Let X, D; G be a G-con¨ex space, Y a Hausdorff space, K
k  .a nonempty compact subset of Y, and F g A X, Y . Let f : D = Y ª R bec
an extended real-¨ alued function and g g R such that
 .   . 48.1 for each x g D, y g Y: f x, y F g is compactly closed;
 .  :  .   . 48.2 for each N g D and y g F G , min f x, y : x g N F g ;N
and
 .8.3 either
 .  :i there exists an M g D such that for each y g Y _ K,
 .f x, y ) a for some x g M; or
 .  :ii for each N g D , there exists a compact G-con¨ex subset
 .L of X containing N such that, for each y g F L _ K, there exists anN N
 .x g L l D satisfying f x, y ) g .N
 .Then a there exists a y g F X l K such that .Ã
f x , y F g for all x g D ; .Ã
 .   .  . 4and b if g s sup f x, y : x, y g F , then we ha¨e the minimax inequality
min sup f x , y F sup f x , y . .  .
ygK xgD  .x , y gF
  . 4Proof of Theorem 8 using Theorem 3. Let Gx s y g Y: f x, y F g
 .  .  .  .for x g D. Then 8.1 and 8.3 imply 3.1 and 3.3 clearly. We show that
 .  .  :8.2 implies 3.2 . Suppose that there exists an N g D such that
 .  .  .  . F G o G N . Choose a y g F G such that y f G N , whence f x,N N
.  .  .y ) g for all x g N. Then min f x, y ) g , which contradicts 8.2 .x g N
Therefore, by Theorem 3, there exists a y g F X l K such that y g Gx .Ã Ã
 .for all x g D; that is, f x, y F g for all x g D. This completes the proofÃ
 .  .  .of a . Note that b clearly follows from a .
Proof of Theorem 3 using Theorem 8. Define f : D = Y ª R by
0 if y g Gx
f x , y s .  1 otherwise
 .  .for x, y g D = Y. Put g s 0 in Theorem 8. Then 3.1 clearly implies
 .  .  .8.1 . We show that 3.2 implies 8.2 . In fact, suppose that there exist an
 :  .   . 4N g D and a y g F G such that min f x, y : x g N ) 0. ThenN
 .  .  .y f Gx for all x g N; that is, F G o G N , which contradicts 3.2 .N
 .  .Moreover, 3.3 implies 8.3 . Therefore, all of the requirements of Theo-
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rem 8 are satisfied. Hence, there exists a y g F X l K such that .Ã
 .  4f x, y s 0 for all x g D; that is, ye F Gx: x g D . This completes ourÃ Ã
proof.
Remark. In the proof of the equivalency of Theorems 2 and 7 we used
 .that 8.2 is equivalent to
 .   . 48.2 9 the map x ¬ Gx s y g Y: f x, y F g satisfies Condition
 .3.2 .
w xFor similar arguments, see Ding, Kim, and Tan 22 and Chang and Zhang
w x17 .
 .Particular Forms. 1 The first particular forms of Theorem 8 are due
w xto Zhou and Chen 88, Theorem 2.11 and Corollary 2.13 for a convex
space X s D s Y s K and F s 1 . Those results are applied to obtain aX
variation of the Ky Fan inequality, a saddle point theorem, and a quasi-
variational inequality.
 . w2 For a convex space X, Theorem 8 reduces to Park 64, Theorem
x12 .
 . w3 For an H-space X and F s 1 , Theorem 8 generalizes Park 60,X
xTheorem 6 .
7. GEOMETRIC OR SECTION PROPERTIES
w xIn 1961, Fan 25 gave a ``geometric'' lemma which is the geometric
equivalence of his version of the KKM theorem. In many of his works in
the KKM theory, Fan actually based his arguments mainly on the geomet-
ric or section property of a convex space. We now deduce two geometric
forms of Theorem 4. The first one is as follows:
 .THEOREM 9. Let X, D; G be a G-con¨ex space, Y a Hausdorff space,
k  .F g A X, Y , A ; B ; X = Y, and C ; D = Y. Suppose thatc
 .   . 49.1 for each x g D, y g Y: x, y g C is compactly closed in Y;
 .  .   . 4:9.2 for each y g F X and M g x g D: x, y f C , we ha¨e
  . 4G ; x g X : x, y f B ;M
 .9.3 A contains the graph of F; and
 .9.4 there exists a nonempty compact subset K of Y such that either
 .   . 4  :i F y g Y: x, y g C ; K for some M g D ; orx g M
 .  :ii for each N g D , a compact G-con¨ex subset L of XN
 .   . 4containing N such that F L l F y g Y: x, y g C ; K.N x g L l DN
 4Then there exists a y g F X l K such that D = y ; C. .0 0
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Proof of Theorem 9 using Theorem 4. For each x g D, let
Gx s y g Y : x , y g C , 4 .
 . which is compactly closed by 9.1 . Moreover, for each x g X, let Hx s y
 . 4  .  .  .  .g Y: x, y g B . Then A ; B, 9.2 , and 9.3 imply 4.1 and 4.2 . Since
 .  .9.4 clearly implies 3.3 , G satisfies all of the requirements of Theorem 4.
Therefore, we have
 4F X l K l F Gx : x g D / B. .
 4Hence, there exists a y g F X l K such that y g F Gx: x g D ; that .0 0
 4is, D = y ; C.0
 . w xParticular Forms. 1 The original form of Theorem 9 due to Fan 25
is the case for a convex subset X s D s Y of a t.v.s., A s B s C, and
F s 1 . Fan's geometric lemma has many applications, among which areX
fixed point theorems, theorems on minimax, existence of equilibrium
points, extensions of monotone sets, a fundamental existence theorem in
potential theory, variational inequalities, and many others.
 . w2 For a convex space X, Theorem 9 reduces to Park 64, Theorem
x w x13 , whose particular form 63, Theorem 12 for a convex space X s D and
 . w x w xF g V X, Y extends earlier results of Fan 25, 27, 28 . Takahashi 82 ,
w x w x w x w x w xShih and Tan 76 , Lin 50 , Park 53, 57 , Ha 34 , Shioji 80 , and Sehgal,
w xSingh, and Whitfield 73 .
 . w x3 For an H-space X, Theorem 9 extends Chen 18, Theorem 1 and
w xDing 21, Theorem 4.1 .
The following form of Theorem 9 is also widely used in the KKM theory:
 .THEOREM 10. Let X, D; G be a G-con¨ex space, Y a Hausdorff space,
k  .K a nonempty compact subset of Y, F g A X, Y , B ; A ; X = Y, andc
C ; D = Y. Suppose that
 .   . 410.1 for each x g D, y g Y: x, y g C is compactly open in Y;
 .  .   . 4:10.2 for each y g F X and M g x g X : x, y g C , we ha¨e
  . 4G ; x g X : x, y g B ;M
 .  .10.3 for each y g F X l K, there exists an x g D such that x, y .
g C; and
 .10.4 either
 .   . 4  :i F y g Y: x, y f C ; K for some M g D ; orx g M
 .  :ii for each N g D , there exists a compact G-con¨ex subset
 .   . 4L of X containing N such that F L l F y g Y: x, y f C ;N N x g L l DN
K.
 .Then there exist an x g X and a y g Fx such that x , y g A.0 0 0 0 0
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Proof of Theorem 10 using Theorem 9. Consider Theorem 9 with the
 c c c.  .  .  .  .complements A , B , C instead of A, B, C . Then 9.1 , 9.2 , and 9.4
 .are satisfied automatically. Since 10.3 is the negation of the conclusion of
 .Theorem 9, we should have the negation of 9.3 . Therefore, the conclu-
sion follows.
Proof of Theorem 1 using Theorem 10. Let A s B be the graph of T
 .  .  .  .and C the graph of S. Then 1.1 ] 1.4 in Theorem 1 imply 10.1 ] 10.4 .
 .  .Therefore, by Theorem 10, there exists an x , y g F such that x , y0 0 0 0
g A; that is, F and T have a coincidence point.
Consequently, Theorems 1]10 are all equivalent to each other.
 . w xParticular Forms. 1 The origin of Theorem 10 goes back to Fan 28
for a convex subset X s D s Y s K of a t.v.s., A s B s C, and F s 1 .X
w xThis is equivalent to the Fan-Browder fixed point theorem 13]15 .
 . w24 For a convex space X, Theorem 10 reduces to Park 64, Theorem
x  . w x14 and, for a convex space X s D and F g V X, Y , to 63, Theorem 13 ,
w x w xwhich extends earlier works of Fan 29 , Shih and Tan 76]79 , and Park
w x53, 55 .
8. OPEN-VALUED VERSION OF KKM THEOREM
In order to obtain the finite intersection property for an open-valued
w xKKM map, we need the following motivated by Shih 74, Theorem 1 and
w xPark and Kim 66, Theorem 5 :
 .  :LEMMA. Let X, D; G be a Hausdorff G-con¨ex space, D g X , Y a
regular space, and F: X ](Y a compact-¨ alued u.s.c. map. If G: D ](Y is an
open-¨ alued map such that
 .  :  .  .1 for each J g D , F G ; G J ,J
then there is a closed-¨ alued map H: D ](Y such that Hx ; Gx for all x g D
and
 .  .  .2 Ff D ; H J for each J ; D where D is the face of DD J J n
 .corresponding to J and f a continuous map such that f D ; G .D D J J
 .Proof. For any y g G D , let
 4H s F Gx : y g Gx ;y
then H is an open set in Y containing y. By the regularity of Y, therey
exists an open neighborhood U of y in Y such thaty
y g U ; U ; H .y y y
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Clearly, for any J ; D, we have
G J ; D U : y g G J .  . 4y
 .   .4  .and so by 1 , U : y g G J is an open cover of Ff D becausey D J
 .  .  .   .:Ff D ; F G . Since Ff D is compact, there exists a B g G JD J J D J J
such that
Ff D ; D U : y g B . 4 .D J y J
 4Let B s D B : J ; D . Define H: D ](Y byJ
Hx s D U : y g B l Gx 5y
for each x g D. Then Hx is closed in Y and Hx ; Gx for each x g D,
 .since U ; H ; Gx if y g Gx. For each J ; D and z g Ff D , we havey y D J
 .z g U for some y g B ; G J l B; that is, y g Gx l B for some x g J.y J
Hence
Ff D ; H J . .  .D J
This completes our proof.
The following is an open-valued version of the KKM theorem for
G-convex spaces:
 .THEOREM 11. Let X, D; G be a G-con¨ex space, Y a T regular space,1
k  .F g A X, Y , and G: D ](Y such thatc
 .1 for each x g D, Gx is open; and
 .  : q  .2 for any N g D , G ; F G N .N
 4Then Gx: x g D has the finite intersection property.
 4  :Proof. Suppose that F Gx: x g M s B for some M g D . By
 :Lemma, for each M g D , there exists a map H: M ]( X with closed
 q .  .values such that Hx ; F G x for each x g M and Condition 2 in the
Ä .  4Lemma holds. And so F G l F Hx: x g M s B. Then for F gM
Ä Ä  . .  .  .A f D , Y such that Fx ; Fx for each x g f D , Ff D ;c M n M n M n
 . < <T M s Y, where M s n q 1 and Tx s Y _ Hx for each x g M. Let
 4nq1  4nq1l be the partition of unity subordinated to this cover Tx of thei is1 i is1
Ä Ä .  .compact subset Ff D of Y. Define p: Ff D ª D byM n M n n
nq1
py s l y e s l y e .  . i i i i
is1 igNy
Ä  .  .for y g Ff D where i g N m l y / 0 « y g Tx .M n y i i
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Ä  .Then pFf g A D , D has a fixed point z g D ; that is, z gM c n n 0 n 0
Ä Ä Ä .  .pFf z . So there is a y g Ff z such that py s z and y g FxM 0 0 M 0 0 0 0 0
where x s f z . If i g N , then y g Tx , and0 M 0 y 0 i0
Äy g Fx l F Tx : i g N / B. 40 0 i y0
Ä  .  4  .  .So Ff D l F Tx: x g N / B, and hence Ff D o H N ,M N y M N yy 0 y 00 0
where D is the face of D corresponding to N . This contradictionN n yy 00
completes our proof.
Remark. If F is a continuous single-valued map, then the T regularity1
w xof Y is not necessary. Compare with Park 59, Theorem 14 .
 . w xParticular Forms. 1 The origin of Theorem 11 is due to Kim 41 for
a convex subset X s Y of a t.v.s. and F s 1 .X
 . w2 For a convex space X, Theorem 11 reduces to Park 64, Corollary
x w x w x3 , which includes earlier results of Kim 41, 42 , Park 63, Theorem 10 ,
w xand Lassonde 48, Theorem 1 .
 . w3 for H-spaces, Theorem 11 reduces to Park and Kim 66, Theo-
xrem 6 .
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